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Recent progress in experimental techniques have made possible accurate measurements of fusion cross
sections far below the Coulomb barrier, revealing an unexpected behavior of these quantities as a function of
the bombarding energy. Besides providing a plausible cause for the observed energy dependence we profit from
the nature of this explanation and the high sensitivity of the experimental data to show how one can use these
measurements to investigate the radial dependence of the nuclear ion-ion potential at extremely close distances.
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In heavy-ion peripheral collisions close or above the
nominal Coulomb barrier, the results of microscopic calcula-
tions of reaction cross sections for quasielastic processes are
mostly sensitive to the value of the nucleus-nucleus potential
and inelastic/transfer form factors at distances well outside
the touching radius between the projectile and target. While
the value of the Coulomb barrier is safely estimated[1] (al-
though not better than to a level of a few percent) there is
considerable ambiguity with regards to the actual radial de-
pendence of the nuclear part of the ion-ion potentials that can
be made consistent with the experimental findings. It is
worth mentioning here that theoretical developments are
able, within the frame of their assumptions, to predict the
shape of the potential for distances well inside of the contact
radius[2–4].

In this context, measurements of sub-barrier fusion cross
sections—a field that continues to attract much experimental
and theoretical attention[5–7]—became one of the most ef-
fective tools to shed light on the characteristics of the nuclear
potential at shorter distances. In fact, the standard approach
to investigate this class of phenomena exploits the mecha-
nism of barrier penetration in the presence of couplings to
intrinsic degrees of freedom[8–12]. Crucial to the success of
these analyses is a proper adjustment of the height and thick-
ness of the potential barrier for small partial wavess,<0d.
While the former controls displacements in the energy scale,
the barrier width is related(for fusion dominated by negative
Q-value channels, at least) to the exponential slope 2p/"vB
of the functionssEd at the lowest energies.

Sub-barrier fusion cross sections are essentially deter-
mined by only these two parameters in a small range of
energies lower than but close to the barrier. To be precise, in
the range of validity of the parabolic approximation when the
effective potential is expressed in the neighborhood of its
maximum, namely,

Vsrd < VB −
mvB

2

2
sr − rBd2,

where rB indicates the location of the barrier andm the
reduced mass of the system.sActually, the parametersVB,
rB, and "vB should be all labeled by the partial wave

number,.d The severe exponential drop associated with
the characteristic values of"vB has limited in practice the
range of measured cross section to a span of energies of
only a few MeV, a small percent change of the bombard-
ing energies with respect to the barrier valueVB. In such
case the parabolic approximation remains valid.

A pioneering experiment in Argonne has gone well be-
yond this limit prompting the experimental group to report
their results as “unexpected” in a recent paper[13]. How-
ever, a large number of ion-ion potentials predict a pocket in
the inner region, just as is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here we
see—for the particular reaction covered in Ref.[13]—the
profile of a frequently used ion-ion potential(the Akyüz-
Winther potential of Ref.[4]). Shown in the figure is also the
absolute limit to fusion that comes from the required exo-
thermic character of the process that was mentioned by the
authors of Ref.[13]. This energy is far below the relative one
quenching the tunneling process,VP, and therefore it is clear
that the latter takes precedence as a limiting mechanism
causing lnssEd→−`. Furthermore, since somewhere half
the way between the maximum and the minimum there
should be an inflection point, one can safely conclude that
deviations from the parabolic approximation should be ex-
pected to show up even much earlier as the bombarding en-
ergy is gradually reduced below the barrier. A simple, visual
estimation of the value of energy where this would happen is
shown by the arrow, less than 5 MeV below the barrier. This
number is very much consistent with the findings of Ref.
[13].

It can be appreciated in Fig. 1 that the largest departure
from the parabolic behavior is associated with the slow radial
dependence of the monopole Coulomb interaction term for
distances larger thanrB. However, this component of the po-
tential has a well-defined shape, does not introduce any am-
biguity in the transmission coefficients, and therefore it is
quite under control.

Our contention in this paper is that, on the other hand, it is
possible to turn this situation to our advantage and use the
outstanding quality of the data of the experiment performed
in Argonne(or similar) to learn about the shape of the inner
side of the potential barrier. Or, equivalently, to gain empiri-
cal knowledge of the nucleus-nucleus potential at much
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shorter distances than hitherto achieved.
To this end we shall show that there is enough sensitivity

in the deviations from the pure exponential decay of the
cross sections for very low energies(where they occur, by
how much, etc.) to discern between different potential pro-
files in that inner region. We will limit ourselves to show the
way in which these considerations influence the fusion cross
sections in the absence of interactions with internal degrees
of freedom. How the couplings to different reaction channels
affect the so-called “reference” curve has been extensively
covered in the literature[8–12] and we know that the final
results at the lowest bombarding energies always inherit(or
build upon) whatever characteristics are already present in
the simplest barrier-penetration formulation of the problem.

Clearly, we cannot rely any longer in the analytic form of
the transmission coefficients for a parabolic barrier and we
shall use, in what follows, their Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin
expression[4]. The implementation of this prescription re-
quires a numerical integration for each value of the bombard-
ing energy and each effective potential, as defined by the
partial wave number,. The procedure, however, cannot be
used for all values ofE,VB and needs to be complemented
by the analytic expressions which are valid near the top of
the barrier. Fortunately, there is a wide range of energies

where the results of either alternative coincide and thus a
smooth matching of the transmission functions poses no
technical difficulty.

Our strategy consists in taking a family of hypothetical
potentials that are identical for large values ofr and which
share the same values ofVB, rB, and"vB. The only difference
between these potentials occurs for distances somewhat in-
side of the barrier position where they are matched in value

FIG. 2. (Color online) (top) Three possible ion-ion potentials for
the reaction60Ni+89Y having an identical radial dependence for
r.11.01x fm. This is a matching distance chosen somewhat inside
the barrier radius and, consequently, the values ofVB, rB, and"vB

are shared by all three potential functions. The matching is done
with the purpose of generating different alternatives for the inner
side of the potential barrier. The curves shown are for the partial
wave ,=0 but a similar prescription can also be implemented for
the effective potentials corresponding to all the other low values of
, which are relevant for a calculation of sub-barrier fusion cross
sections. Also shown in the frame is the parabolic approximation
that is common to the three potentials.(Bottom) The fusion cross
sections as a function of bombarding energy in the center of mass
for the four potential profiles shown above.sparsEd is the cross
section within the parabolic approximation whiles1,2,3sEd corre-
spond to each of the potential functions as identified in the upper
frame.

FIG. 1. (Color online) The nucleus-nucleus potential for a
head-on collisions,=0d in the reaction60Ni+89Y. The nuclear part
of the interaction is given by the Akyüz-Winther potential. Shown
in the figure is also the profile of the parabolic approximation that
results from approximating the potential near the top of the barrier,
VB, by a quadratic dependence inr. The inner pocketVP is in this
case about 15 MeV below the barrier, at an energy considerably
larger than the value of<90 MeV that sets the absolute lower limit
for which the fusion process can energetically occur.
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and first derivative to parametrized functions that are thus
able to recreate various radial dependences for the left-hand
side of the potential barrier.

An example of three such potentials is shown in the top
frame of Fig. 2. The reaction is again60Ni+89Y and the
matching has been done atr=rB−0.2 fm, what makes all
three ion-ion interactions identical forr.11 fm. For the sake
of comparison we also show in the same frame the parabolic
potential approximation that is, by definition, common to all
three functions. Within this approximation all the potentials
lead to the same fusion reaction cross section as a function of
the bombarding energy,sparsEd, shown with a dashed line in
the bottom frame of Fig. 2. This function reflects the behav-
ior that is characteristic of this approximation; an exponen-
tial falloff towards the low energies with a slope entirely
controlled by the curvature of the barrier at its top.

Cross sections are displayed in Fig. 2 in the interval
120 MeV,Ec.m.,140 MeV, which corresponds to the
shaded range of energies indicated in the upper frame, where
c.m. stands for center of mass. In this energy interval one
should be able to observe the total quenching of the fusion
cross sections corresponding to the potentials 2 and 3, since
the values ofVP for these potentials fall within the selected
energy range. This is indeed the case as it can be seen in the
lower frame, where the curves have been completed with a
dotted vertical line to guide the eye to the values of the
abscissa where lns2,3→−`. The drastic cutoff occurs, in
these examples, for cross sections in the range of microbarns
to nanobarns. Small as they may seem, we recall that the
orders of magnitude of these quantities do not differ much
from the cross-section values reported in the Argonne experi-
ment.

It is important to note that the quantityD,=VB
, −VP

, ac-
quires its maximum value for,=0. In fact, as the centrifugal

contribution to the effective potential increases, the relative
depth of the pocket reduces(until it completely disappears at
a critical value,cr). This explains why, in the accumulation
of partial-wave contributions, which builds up the fusion
cross section, the effects we are discussing end up being
perhaps more pronounced than one could have expected. To
start, phase-space considerations favor the contribution of
the larger partial waves. But, in addition, deviations from the
parabolic behavior set in at an earlier stage, i.e., at a smaller
number of MeV’s below the corresponding barrier height.

The nature of this explanation is quite general and does
not rely on the characteristics of any intrinsic channels that
may be active in a particular reaction. Thus, the elements we
have discussed should be present, in a more or less promi-
nent way, in many other reactions besides the specific one we
have chosen for illustration. This is in agreement with the
analysis of Ref.[13], where plenty of evidence is provided to
this effect.

It is possible, with this approach, to learn about the inner
shape of the nucleus-nucleus interaction because of the
sharp, exponential dependence of the tunneling probabilities
with respect to details of the potential in the zone where
classical motion is forbidden. This extraordinary sensitivity
is what causes the range of lifetimes fora decay to span
forty orders of magnitude(and what, incidentally, provided
one of the earliest procedures for the estimation of nuclear
radii). In a sense, the difficulties posed by the precise deter-
mination of lifetimes exceeding millions of years are a coun-
terpart to those of measuring cross sections of the order of
nanobarns in the context of our present problem. The feasi-
bility of achieving such goal was, however, proved by the
work of Ref. [13]. It is important to encourage the continu-
ation of these efforts and the accumulation of further data in
order to reveal, as unambiguously as possible, the character-
istics of the ion-ion interaction at extremely short distances.
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